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Introduction

‘Your security is at the core of our deliverance’

VanquishOne Security Solutions is a unique consultancy whose core market is the provision of 
mobile and static security solutions to energy companies, businesses, NGOs and Government. 
Combined with our central security offering, we have divers field into markets including oil, 
drilling and environmental cleaning and armored transportations. Our offering is robust, integrated 
and founded on the highest legal and ethical standards.

VanquishOne Security Risk Management Worldwide is a British owned and operated company 
with a stake in an Iraqi owned security company, and partnered with Libyan owned Expertise 
Consultancy Libya. We pride ourselves on developing cutting-edge strategies for our diverse client 
profile. Our success is driven by our hugely experienced leadership and unparalleled incountry 
networks that span the Middle East, Africa and Europe. Our staff are of the highest calibre and our 
equipment is second-to-none. 

VanquishOne Security Solutions are committed to maintaining the highest professional standards –
living and working by the spirit and letter of the law in all the jurisdictions in which it operates. 
Our confidence is driven by years of operational experience, providing us the infrastructure to 
deliver our specialist range of services.



Who Are We?
The perfect combination of local knowledge and in country expertise
combined with corporate execution and internationally recognized
standards.
VanquishOne Security Solutions was formed to provide a unique consultancy whose core market is 
provision of mobile and static security solutions to energy companies, NGOs and Governments. 
Vanquish One Security has diversified into markets including oil, drilling and environmental 
cleaning. We have never let the grass grow under our feet and we are not about to start. Our offering 
is robust, integrated and founded on the highest legal and ethical standards. With headquarters in 
Europe and the Middle East, VanquishOne Security provides security and business solutions around 
the world. 

We operate in high-risk and challenging environments across the globe but predominantly in Iraq,  
Libya and the wider Middle East and Africa. Our leadership is exclusively 
ex-military and we provide high-quality staff for our primary mobile and static security offering. 
Building on years of experience, VanquishOne Security are experts in provision of security in high 
hostile markets, we have the capability to deliver adaptable and volatile bespoke security solutions. 
Our focus is providing you with the confidence that your business and your people are operating 
with the best possible security measures in place, giving you the freedom your business needs and 
deserves. 
VanquishOne Security is in partnership with our esteemed partners Alsur Security, a fully registered 
and licensed private security company with the Iraqi Ministry of Interior. We are very proud that our 
partner company in Iraq is the highly experienced Al Muften Group. In Libya we have a unique 
partnership with Expertise Consultancy Libya, a fully licensed and registered Libyan company 
specializing in armored transport, crisis management, and security services, enabling us to provide 
clients with the best in country experts. 

Through these unique partnerships we are able to offer a full spectrum of additional services and we 
consult with oil and gas companies across the Gulf. Having worked alongside energy companies for 
many years, VanquishOne Security is now providing clients with tailored energy and industrial 
cleaning solutions. We offer rapid support by having in-country expertise, logistical know-how and 
technical know-how that can be quickly deployed around the world.



VanquishOne Security is committed to delivering a diverse range of security solutions. 

We are able to offer this in a variety of industry sectors including environmental, health and safety, 
security, crisis management, risk management and specialist support services in order to swiftly 
deliver flexible solutions to suit any requirement. We work closely with our clients to assess needs 
and deliver an exemplary service. Our personnel, who are sought from the UK military, government, 
defence, maritime and security sectors, all have proven track records in project delivery.

The key factor of our services is in the integration, within a holistic approach to provide innovative, 
turn-key solutions tailored to the specific needs of each of our clients.

VanquishOne Security Solutions are part of a group of companies consisting of:

• Ryno Drilling
• Define Group International ( Pakistan)
• Calmena Energy Services
• Universal Oil and Gas
• Al Nahda International ( Kuwait)
• Cellate Structures
• Expertise Consultancy Libya

Sector Experience

We have proven experience across the Middle East, Africa and Asia in the following 
business sectors:

• Oil and Gas
• Critical National Infrastructure
• Government
• NGOs
• Aviation

Intergrated Security Solutions



Company Mission

As leaders in the security industry we provide bespoke risk management and HSE services 
specialising in delivering pioneering, progressive and integrated solutions across all industry sectors 
whilst aiming to increase our market share and return to stakeholders through our commitment to 
absolute performance.

Company Vision

Our collaborative vision is to assure the delivery of best practice in our fields of expertise. The core of 
this philosophy is to create the safest possible work environment, through judicious planning and 
organisation. We provide services to the highest standards whilst ensuring value and maintaining a 
support network with clients and strategic partners. We believe that security must be every person’s 
responsibility; an ethos that binds all stakeholders into a more communal approach that assures total 
safety and security.

Values, Ethics & Code of Conduct

Our track record is testament to the fact that we remain ethically sound. We strictly adhere to our 
Code of Conduct that covers our workplace and business responsibilities, which deal with important 
ethical issues. We benchmark our Code of Conduct against other global companies to ensure our 
work meets best practice and industry standards. We adhere to the UN Voluntary Principles on 
Security and Human Rights. We have enrolled with the International Code of Conduct in Switzerland. 
By 2016 all members have to be compliant with the memberships standards.



Environment

Protection of your key locations is hugely important, be they in the desert or downtown. There is no 
‘one-size-fits all’ approach to your business. Equally we make sure that our clients’ security is made 
to measure as well. We do this by working with corporate and in- country teams to assess threats and 
acting to mitigate them. Protection of people your people come before anything in your business and 
you know that protecting them is key to maintaining and growing your business, in short ensuring 
that your organisation is protected so that it can do the job it’s meant to. Whether the threat comes 
from extremists, terrorists, kidnapping or extortion, indeed any danger that presents itself to your 
staff, our people can develop solutions to protect them — on the road, in the office or any location 
that’s necessary to enable your people to feel safe. Our staff includes experts with decades of 
experience in managing projects in high-risk environments.

Logistics

VanquishOne Security Solutions can provide security, intelligence and manpower to assure your 
supply chain remains unbroken wherever possible. Your most important asset is your people and so 
is ours. We are proud of our teams who are amongst the most capable, most highly-trained and hard-
working in the world. We only accept high-quality, properly vetted staff into our teams. Your needs, 
and those of our existing clients, mean we will only provide experienced professionals with the 
regional experience, ‘soft skills’ and technical knowledge to assure the safety of your people and 
places. Crucially, our staff and management have the experience to protect you while working within 
the spirit and letter of local, national and international laws while working to the highest ethical 
standards. For us, and you, only the best will do and that starts and ends with our people.

K9

VanquishOne Security Solutions can provide self-motivated dog teams, all our dogs are specialists in 
location and detection exercises and provide asset and venue security. All our dogs are founded on a 
vast range of military and police experience also incorporating private sector security including 
maritime and close protection. All handlers train on a weekly basis and have their records kept on 
file, the training is provided by a qualified and experienced dog trainer with operational experience 
in a theatre of war and Ministry of Defence leading trainer of many years. All our clients have peace 
of mind that their venues and property are within the hands of a highly competent specialist security 
provider. All our handlers are SIA licensed and fully insured and pride themselves in honesty and 
integrity and a professional pro-active attitude.



V.I.P Protection

Our close protection operatives are licensed and are carefully selected from Special Forces, UK 
police and military backgrounds. They hold a wide range of skills and qualifications and are 
comprehensively trained to manage and deter any risks around the world

VanquishOne Security Solutions can supply elite security personnel, providing the highest quality 
close protection for VIPs in the UK, USA or European countries, each security team includes a 
paramedic or MIRA qualified personnel able to respond to any potential medical emergency.

We have built an enviable reputation ensuring the safety and security of our clients which includes 
senior company executives, high profile celebrity individuals and foreign Heads of State. We employ 
the highest caliber of close protection operatives to exercise professionalism and discretion when 
assigned to our clients requiring VIP protection services.

Residential Security and Executive Protection when undertaken by VanquishOne Security Solutions 
professionals provides an effective deterrent to the various threats presented. Prior to engagement we 
will review the client requirements, assess all potential risks and develop an appropriate threat 
mitigation plan, which would provide the most efficient and effective service possible. The key is 
that the service offers absolute peace of mind to our clients.

VanquishOne Security Solutions help our clients to operate in complex and high-threat 
environments. Our security solutions are based on a comprehensive analysis of each individual 
client’s needs.



Services
• Full IOC compliance with countrywide oilfield access for the provision of security
solutions.
• British Ex Military Expatriate Leadership and Management.
• Full Seismic services.
• Full medical support including evacuation.
• Access to bring in helicopter movement for personnel or for Medevac use.
• Procurement & Logistics.
• Life support and luxury accommodation in the Middle East, Libya & Africa.
• Oil and Gas, HSE in country training.
• IZ/Green Zone Villa’s.
• Luxury Accommodation at our partner hotels.
• Armoured transport countrywide.
• Armoured vehicle rental in Libya with full garage support.

Quality Assurance
• Offices located in the UK, Dubai, Iraq and Libya allowing us to maintain focus on the quality of
our services to our clients.
• Highly experienced expatriate team leaders and managers are matched to meet our client’s
personal and cultural preferences.
• Countrywide intelligence network of dependable sources is used to maximise the use of local Iraqi
nationals who are carefully selected, vetted, and trained to protect our clients.
• We engage with local communities and aim to provide long-term job creation opportunities.
• Our close-knit management team with its simplified structure ensures flexibility to short lines of
communication for our clients.

Summary 



Contact
Martin Wharmby
CEO
Email: mwharmby@vanquishonesecurity.com

Colin O'Connor
Business Development
Email: colin@vanquishonesecurity.com

William Martin
Managing Director
Email: wmartin@vanquishonesecurity.com

Andrew Day
Operations Director
Email: aday@vanquishonesecurity.com

General Enquiries:
Email: vnqshone@googlemail.com

Careers:
Email: careers@vanquishonesecurity.com

For all telephone enquiries please use: +44 (0) 7931311185




